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FIGURE S1

Fig S1: RNA mapping to confirm the single nucleotide deletion in the H. moniliformis MAT1-2-7. This mapping was generated using three sets of RNAseq data from a sporulating H.
moniliformis isolate (Wilson et al 2018). A) Overview of the mapping across the entire gene. B) Mapping of the 5’ region of the gene, indicating the start codon as well as the region
where the deletion took place (indicated by the light green annotation). C) Mapping of the 3’ region of the gene, indicating the region where the deletion took place as well as the in
frame stop codon (indicated by the light blue annotation and box). There are various SNPs apparent when comparing the RNAseq reads to the assembled contig. Some of these
(particularly those indicated with a black triangles) are likely sequencing errors produced during the transcriptome sequencing- especially considering they often occur in homopolymeric
regions. These errors are often only supported by one or two reads. The mapping was produced using the CLC Genomics Workbench V22.0 Map Reads to Contigs function within the De
Novo Sequencing module. The parameters were all set to default, except the minimum length and similarity fractions, which were each set to 0.9.



Species Protein structure

H. abstrusa

a1    ---------RGVDQSSGCSVM   RGVDQSSGCSVM   RGVDQSSGCTLM   RGVDQSSGCTLM
a2    ---------RGVDQSSGCSVM---
a3    ---------RGVDQSSGCSVM   RGVDQSSGCSVM   RGVDQSSGCTVM   RGVDQSSGCTVM
a4    ----------------RSINQSSPCTVM   RSINQSSPCNVM
a5    ---------RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM
a6    ---------RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM
a7    ---------RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM   RTVNQSGPCNVM

H. omanensis

a1    ---------RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCTVM   RGVDQSNPCTLM
a2    ---------RGVDQSNGCAVM   RGVDQSNGCTVM--
a3    ---------RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCTVM
a4    ----------------RTVNQSSPCTVM   RSINQSTPCNVM
a5    ---------RVANQSNPCNVM   RTANQSNPCTVM   RTGNQSNPCVVM   RTGNQSNPCNVM
a6    MRTGNQSNPCTVM   RTGNQSNPCVVM   RTGNQSNPCNVM
a7    --- RVANQSNPCNVM

H. bhutanensis

a1    ---------RGVDQSNPCNVM   RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCTVM
a2    ---------RGVDQSNPCNVM--
a3    ----RGVDQSNPCSVM   RGVDQSNPCAVM   RGVDQSNPCTVM
a4    ----------------RTFNQSSPCTVM   RTINQSSPCNVM
a5    ---RAASQSNPCNVM   RAASQSNPCTVM   RAASQSNPCTVM   RAASQSNPCNVM
a6    ---RAASQSNPCNVM   RAASQSNPCTVM   RAASQSNPCTVM   RAASQSNPCNVM

H. decipiens

a1    ---------RGVDQSNGCSVM   RGVDQSNGCTVM   RGVDQSNGCTVM   RGVNQSNGCTVM   
RGVNQSNGCTLM
a2    ---------RGVDQSNGCAVM--
a3    ---------RGVDQSNGCSVM   RGVDQSNGCTVM   RGVDQSNGCTVM   RGVNQSNGCTLM
a4    ----------------RTVNQSGPCTVM   RSINQSSPCNVM

H. savannae

a1    ---------RGVDQSTPCSVM   RGVDQSTPCNVM   RGVDQSTPCNVM   RGVDQSTPCTVM
a2    ---------RGVDQSTPCSVM--
a3    ----RGVDQSTPCSVM   RGVDQSTPCNVM   RGVDQSTPCNVM   RGVDQSTPCNVM
a4    ----------------RSVNQSTPCTVM   RSINQSTPCNVM
a5    ---RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM
a6    ---RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM
a7    ---RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM   RGVNQSTPCNVM

H. moniliformis a4    ----------------RGVTQAPPCNVM   RGVTQAPPCNVM

H. fecunda
a3    ----RGVTQAPPCNVM
a4    ----------------RGVTQAPPCNVM   RGVTQAPPCNVM

H. tyalla a4    ----------------RGVTQAPPCNVM   RGVTQAPPCNVM

FIGURE S2

Fig S2: The structure of the Huntiella a-factor pheromone proteins and the sequence of the putative mature repeats. The repeat units are represented by coloured squares and while the 
structure schematics are not drawn to scale, they are representative of the length of the non-repeat harbouring N-terminal. 
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FIGURE S3

Fig S3: An alignment of the a1 a-factor pheromone factor genes from all eight Huntiella species considered in this study. All three unisexual Huntiella species harboured a mutation that
converted the TGC codon (Cys) into the TGA stop codon. This alignment was produced using the CLC Main Workbench V22.0 Create Alignment function within the Alignments and Trees
module. The parameters were all set to default.
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FIGURE S4

Fig S4: RNA mapping to confirm in frame stop codons in the a1 and a6 a-factor pheromone factor genes from the unisexual H. moniliformis. A) Overview of the mapping across the first
H. moniliformis a-factor pheromone locus (a1, a3 and a4). Both a1 and a4 are expressed, while there is no evidence that the a3 gene is expressed. B) Mapping of the a1 gene, indicating
the start codon as well as the in frame stop codon (indicated by the light blue arrow and box). C) Mapping of the a6 gene, indicating the start codon as well as the in frame stop codon
(indicated by the light blue arrow and box). The mappings were produced using the CLC Genomics Workbench V22.0 Map Reads to Contigs function within the De Novo Sequencing
module. The parameters were all set to default, except the minimum length and similarity fractions. These values were set to 0.9 for the mappings in A and B, and were set to 1.0 in the
mapping in C.
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FIGURE S5

Fig S5: An alignment of the a3 a-factor pheromone from all eight Huntiella species considered in this study. All three unisexual species harboured a stop codon at the position
corresponding to the 27th amino acid of the protein, a codon not present in the heterothallic species (indicated by the red blocks). Additionally, H. moniliformis and H. tyalla also
harboured a mutation that converted the ATG codon (start methionine) into an ATT codon (Ile), potentially producing an untranslatable mRNA (indicated by the light blue blocks). A) A
gene alignment of the first 90 nucleotides of the a3 a-factor pheromone gene. B) A protein alignment of the full-length a3 a-factor pheromone protein. This alignment was produced
using the CLC Main Workbench V22.0 Create Alignment function within the Alignments and Trees module. The parameters were all set to default.
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FIGURE S6

Fig S6: RNA mapping to determine expression of the multiple a-factor pheromone genes from H. abstrusa. A) Expression of the genes present at the first a-factor pheromone locus. B)
Expression of the genes present at the second a-factor pheromone locus, with inserts zoomed in on the three a-factor pheromones. The mappings were produced using the CLC Genomics
Workbench V22.0 Map Reads to Contigs function within the De Novo Sequencing module. The parameters were all set to default, except the minimum length and similarity fractions. These
values were both set to 1.0.
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FIGURE S7

Fig S7: RNA mapping to determine expression of the multiple a-factor pheromone genes from H. omanensis. A) Expression of the genes present at the first a-factor pheromone locus. B)
Expression of the genes present at the second a-factor pheromone locus, with inserts zoomed in on the three a-factor pheromones. The mappings were produced using the CLC Genomics
Workbench V22.0 Map Reads to Contigs function within the De Novo Sequencing module. The parameters were all set to default, except the minimum length and similarity fractions. These
values were both set to 1.0.
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FIGURE S8

Fig S8: RNA mapping to determine expression of the multiple a-factor pheromone genes from H. moniliformis. A) Expression of the genes present at the first a-factor pheromone locus. B)
Expression of the genes present at the second a-factor pheromone locus. The mappings were produced using the CLC Genomics Workbench V22.0 Map Reads to Contigs function within the
De Novo Sequencing module. The parameters were all set to default, except the minimum length and similarity fractions. These values were set to 1.0 and 0.9, respectively.



Species Protein structure Repeat sequences Number of repeats

H. abstrusa ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ NSNGGLPGELL
∎ YSNGGLPGELL

12

H. omanensis ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ DSNGGLPGELL
∎ NSNAGLPGELL
∎ YSNAGLPGELL

8

H. bhutanensis ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ NSNGGLPGELL
∎ DSNGGLPGELL

11

H. decipiens ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ NSNGGLPGELL
∎ DSNGGLPGELL

7

H. savannae ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ NSNGGLPGELL
∎ DSNGGLPGELL

10

H. moniliformis ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ DANGGLPGELF
∎ DAWGGLPGELF

6

H. fecunda ➤---------∎-∎-∎-∎-∎-∎ ∎ DANGGLPGELF
∎ DAWGGLPGELF

6

H. tyalla* ➤---------∎-?-?-∎-∎-∎ ∎ DANGGLPGELF
∎ DAWGGLPGELF

6

FIGURE S9

Fig S9: The structure of the Huntiella α-factor pheromones from the various Huntiella species along with the sequences of the putative mature repeats. The signal peptide is
represented by the light pink triangle and the repeat units are represented by coloured squares. The structure schematics are not drawn to scale. * The H. tyalla α-pheromone
contig could not be fully assembled.


